
STOCKMASTER MEZZALAD
MEZZANINE ACCESS LADDER

StockMaster Mezzalad ladders 
utilise the space you have paid for!   

StockMaster Mezzalad features a space saving mechanism which allows it to be 
stored fat against the wall when not in use, and is bought to the use position with a 
simple lift and pull action.  

The 600 mm step width provides  comfortable access, and two hand rails are 
included for safe and easy climbing. The hand rails extend 900 mm beyond the 
upper floor, enabling safe step through access to the upper floor while 
maintaining a hand hold.  

A Safety Gate is provided at the upper floor level to maintain the integrity of the 
perimeter railing. All risks associated with operating the gate while standing on the
 ladder are eliminated as the gate may be opened or closed  with the operator 
standing fully on the upper floor.  

The ladder is fastened at the upper floor level. Installation is simple with two 
universal brackets allowing fastening to be made either to the upper floor or wall 
and the ladder may be secured with bolts or screws. The ladder may be used at 
multiple locations by  use of additional bracket sets. Mezzalad is produced in two 
separate series to suit all floor heights between 1.31 to 4.28 meters. 

The VH series is available  in four sizes and suits the most popular floor heights 
between 2.33 to 3.225 meters. The CM series (manufactured to order) is available 
in eleven sizes to suit the remaining floor heights in the range. 
Please Note: CM series is available in Asia Pacific only.

StockMaster Mezzalad  
mezzanine access ladders . . .

4  Provide access to Mezzanine floors
 and space above offices, tea  
 rooms, etc.

4  Include an upper foor gate  and two 
      hand rails to assist  safe and easy 
      climbing.

4  Store out of the way when not in use 
      with a simple lift and push action. 

4  Are fast and simple to install with 
two universal fixing brackets and 
two bolt fixing.

4  Are designed and tested to a 150 kg 
load rating.

4  Are available in a size to suit your 
      application.

(all dimensions in millimeters.)

SM-VH01  2330 -2539   
SM-VH02 2529 - 2744
SM-VH03  2744 - 2977  
SM-VH04 2977 - 3225

A Safety Gate is provided at the 
upper foor level to maintain the  
integrity of the perimeter railing.

Mezzalad stores fat against the wall
 and is bought to the use position 
with a simple lift and pull action.

The 600 mm step width provides 
comfortable access. Two hand rails 

are included for safe climbing

Stockmaster Mezzalad 
Service Heights

Mezzalad is designed to comply with relative elements of Australian Standard 
AS 1892:1.1996 for portable metal ladders.


